Improve Your Career
Without Interrupting It.

Once you decide to work towards a better future, make sure it’s with a university that shares your commitment - Troy University, right here in the Augusta area or anywhere in the world.

• Accredited programs (associate, bachelor’s and master’s degrees)
• Accelerated terms with night, weekend and online courses
• Two convenient locations serving the Augusta area:

  Ft. Gordon Education Center
  741 Barnes Ave.
  Bldg. 21606
  Augusta, GA 30905
  Ph: 706-772-2720

  Augusta Corporate Center
  2743 Perimeter Pkwy.
  Bldg. 100, Suite 201
  Augusta, GA 30909
  Ph: 706-210-3800

TROY UNIVERSITY
A future of opportunities since 1887.
augusta@troy.edu
troy.edu
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